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Nokia Motive Service Management 
Platform
Release 7.0

The Nokia Motive® Service Management Platform (SMP) is an omnichannel 
customer experience platform for business processes that improves customer 
care and lower call center OPEX. It uses Bell Labs heuristics and machine 
learning that render self-optimizing workflows to solve customer issues faster. 

Motive SMP is the cornerstone of many 
successful omnichannel customer care 
solutions for home, mobile, small cell 
and enterprise devices and services 
across the globe. It helps companies 
adopt care processes that deliver the 
highest possible customer satisfaction 
at the lowest possible cost. Our Motive 
SMP is the choice of hundreds of 
companies seeking to give customer 
service representatives (CSRs), 
technicians and customers solutions 
that help drive loyalty and generate  
fast ROI.
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Key features
• Omnichannel service modeling and management 

of business logic, which render unified and 
relevant content to different audiences as well as 
a consistent user interface across channels and 
devices 

• Drag-and-drop interface that makes it easy to 
build and deploy advanced workflows 

• Dynamic Intelligent Workflows that drive actions 
with highest predicted resolution for a customer 
at the time they call or use self-help

• Robust integration framework that enables:

– New data source adapters for underlying 
systems to gather the information required by 
models

– End-to-end service management across 
operations support systems/business support 
systems (OSSs/BSSs) 

– Prescriptive workflow actions driven by 
recommendations from Nokia Motive® Home 
Analytics and Nokia Motive® Access Network 
Analytics (ANA)

• More than 1,000 pre-built service orchestration 
workflows that can run on a variety of devices and 
channels

• Multi-tenant environment and Software-as-a-
Service (SaaS) deployment support

Key benefits
• Increases first call resolution and reduces average 

handle time (AHT) by offering guided problem 
triage, troubleshooting and resolution workflows 
to CSRs, customers and field technicians 
seamlessly across multiple channels

• Reduces help desk call volume and AHT with 
next-best actions to customers, CSRs and field 
technicians

• Reduces IT and care costs with agile and 
easy service modeling of advanced service 
troubleshooting and management logic across 
key elements of the existing service delivery 
ecosystem

• Optimizes customer experience with analytics-
driven workflow execution to resolve problems 
before they affect customers 

• Delivers savings of one-third to one-half of the 
deployment cost on premises and leverages the 
cloud’s economies of scale

• A multivendor management solution with flexible 
deployment and operational modes 

Overview
Omnichannel has been a hot topic in contact 
centers for the past few years. Omnichannel is a 
multi-channel means to customer support that 
seeks to provide the client with a consistent and 
unbroken experience—whether they are talking to 
an agent, conducting self-service, going in-store, 
or using Interactive Voice Response (IVR), email, live 
chat, video, forums or social media. Customers can 
also use their preferred connected device: desktop, 
smartphone or tablet. 

However, one of the greatest impediments 
to providing customers with consistent and 
unified omnichannel is that every channel runs 
independently and is not well integrated with other 
channels. As a result, seamless communication is a 
challenge in the omnichannel customer journey.

Motive SMP offers service providers a foundation 
for deploying service management as part of an 
agile omnichannel customer experience strategy 
that is innovating customer service and care. 
SMP simplifies the definition, publication and 
execution of advanced service troubleshooting 
and management logic across key elements of 
a provider’s existing service delivery ecosystem. 
It reduces IT and care costs with automated 
workflows and a consolidated approach to service 
management. 
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With Motive SMP, service providers can maximize 
existing investments in device management, OSSs/
BSSs and network management systems/element 
management systems (NMSs/EMSs) while extending 
service management visibility and control across the 
entire service delivery ecosystem. 

Motive SMP provides common orchestration for 
all devices and all services across all channels—call 
center, self-care, the field workforce and third-party 
applications can utilize normalized APIs without the 
need to have knowledge about underlying systems 
or devices. 

Motive SMP supports thousands of interactive 
customer care and business process workflows. It 
leverages heuristics and machine-learning algorithms 
from Bell Labs to deliver self-optimizing workflows. 
These workflows optimize processes that fit and adjust 
to changing business needs across the existing fixed, 
mobile and enterprise service delivery ecosystem. 

Motive SMP also combines intelligence and proactive 
recommendations from our Motive Home Analytics 
and Motive ANA with recommendations that drive self-
healing service orchestration workflows in Motive SMP. 

Motive SMP enables service providers to increase 
customer satisfaction, reduce churn and increase 
Net Promoter Score by providing a next-generation 
omnichannel platform.

Detailed features
Workflow Builder
• Intuitive, drag-and-drop GUI for the creation, 

testing and deployment of customer care and 
service troubleshooting workflows, and business 
process workflows

• Out-of-the-box palette of Flow Control, Control 
Transfer, Display and Device/Service Operation 
objects

• Automatic discovery of device and service 
operations created in Motive SMP 

• Instantiation of customer support and guided 
troubleshooting processes into interactive 
workflows across various channels, such as 
assisted and self-care, and field technicians

• Easy creation of complex service models that 
combine device and system configurations and 
dependencies with business logic to execute 
a task, function or operation, such as service 
activation, problem diagnosis or remediation

Dynamic Intelligent Workflow 
• Automatically adapts to changes impacting 

guided troubleshooting, such as the introduction 
of new devices and firmware versions during the 
execution of a workflow; it is based on Bell Labs 
machine-learning algorithms

• Pocket of Flexibility enables the specification of a 
section of workflow for which the execution path 
is determined at runtime to solve a customer 
issue in the shortest possible time

• Next Best Action engine selects the next best 
action to execute (based on historical data) by 
choosing activities in the Pocket of Flexibility 
that have the highest probability to resolve a 
customer problem or fill a request in the  
shortest time

Robust integration framework 
• Leverages an integrated data aggregation layer 

that works with the integration framework to 
handle communication with the different systems 
to gather the information required by models 

• Northbound APIs enable enhanced integrations 
with OSSs/BSSs for end-to-end service 
management

• Integrated with Motive Home Analytics and Motive 
ANA using data-driven, automatic, pre-built 
service orchestration workflows

Enterprise Admin Console 
• Allows enterprise data to be managed in multi-

tenant environments and offers creation of bulk 
campaigns

• SaaS support extends market footprint by 
enabling new sales channels, business models  
and target customers
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Technical specifications
Platform requirements 
• Red Hat® Enterprise Linux® 6.7 

Nokia Motive Care and 
Provisioning family of 
products 
• Nokia Motive® Customer Service Console 

• Nokia Motive® Field Technician Console

• Nokia Motive® Mobile Care Solution 

• Nokia Motive® Self-Care App

• Nokia Motive® Service Management Platform

• Nokia Motive® Small Cell Care and Provisioning

• Nokia Motive® Wi-Fi Expert Solution

Learn more
Motive SMP is an integral component of the Motive® 
Customer eXperience Solutions (CXS) portfolio. 
Motive CXS lets you consolidate your device 
management and customer care activities across 
fixed and mobile services. It helps you reduce OPEX 
and total cost of ownership (TCO) while providing 
experiences that secure customer loyalty and boost 
your Net Promoter Score®.

Motive CXS delivers the best in customer experience 
with award-winning solutions that have delivered 
over €2B cost savings to our top ten customers. We 
are the global leader in home, mobile and Internet 
of Things device and service management solutions 
that simplify provisioning and care processes. 

Our Motive CXS Solutions support:

• More than 1.5 billion devices for 300 customers

• 90 percent of Tier 1 carriers 

• Approximately 1 million CSRs 

• More than 2.5 billion workflow executions per 
month

• More than 10 million self-service sessions per 
month

Learn more about the Motive CXS portfolio at: 

http://networks.nokia.com/portfolio/solutions/
motive-cxs   
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